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The Institution of Engineering and Technology 

The IET is one of the world’s largest professional societies for engineers, headquartered in the UK. Turning 150 

this year, the IET works closely with industry, academia and government in its mission to engineer a better 

world. In line with this, the IET also has specific global initiatives around key sectors that are relevant to solving 

problems that impact the society at large. In India, the IET has over 13,000 members and has wide ranging 

activities in alignment with the overall global IET strategy that also includes sector focus in areas such as Future 

technologies, Future of Mobility and Transport, as well as the Future of Work. Shri Ratan Tata, Former 

Chairman Tata Sons, N R Narayana Murthy, Chairman Emeritus, Infosys and T V Ramachandran, President, 

Broadband India Forum (Ex-Resident Director, Vodafone) are Honorary Fellows of the IET. 

With our members, we are driving innovation and change in the fields of engineering and technology. We 

research, investigate, review and analyse the industry’s challenges, proposing solutions that will have a 

significant impact on the world for years to come. 

 

Read more about our Future Technology focus as well as our panels here: https://india.theiet.org/innovation-

knowledge/. To become a volunteer and to contribute, please write to us at sectors@theiet.in  

 

 

Disclaimers 

This document is owned and maintained by the Institution of Engineering and Technology, India and the design 

of the document is © IET India 2021. 

The information contained in this document should not be interpreted as representing the views of the IET, nor 

should it be assumed that it reflects any current or future policy. The information cannot supersede any 

statutory or contractual requirements or liabilities and is offered without prejudice. While the author, publisher 

and contributors believe that the information and guidance given in this work are correct, all parties must rely 

upon their own skill and judgement when making use of them. Neither the author nor the publishers assume 

any liability to anyone for any loss or damage caused by an error or omission in the work, whether such error or 

omission is the result of negligence or any other cause. Where reference is made to legislation it is not 

considered as legal advice. Any and all such liability is disclaimed. 
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Data discovery

•Spend time and effort in 
establishing processes for 
data discovery

•Discover data that the 
hospital already has and 
put a protocol in place to 
do it seamlessly

• Reassess all data 
collection methods and 
requirements 

Record management

•Put in practice record 
management protocols. 

•Find answers to how the 
records will be stored and 
for how long

•All record management 
and storage protocols 
must work with data 
discovery processes

Clinical and other staff 
sensitivity

•Sensitise staff around 
patient and personal data

•Devise training programs 
to educate the staff on the 
provisions of the draft bill

•Run mock exercises to 
ensure that the training is 
being well received by the 
staff and is effective

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Personal Data Protection (PDP) Bill has been garnering several responses from various industries and 

sectors that has led to a large amount of re-tweaking and reconfiguration of the bill. While it is a step towards 

creating awareness around every individual’s right to data privacy, it compels organisations from various 

sectors to make considerable changes to their data management systems and privacy policies. Given the 

stringent policies it presents for collecting, processing, and securing personal data, it completes the existing 

framework of regulations that needs to be in place to match the pace of the current digital development. 

Healthcare is one of the most trusted systems by the public with their personal data.  This has majorly been a 

result of the advent of digitalisation in this sector which has enabled patients to have easy access to doctors 

through teleconsultations. This, however, means that hospitals and doctors have access to patient records 

(including health insurance information, financial records, patient test results and biometric information) due to 

cheaper storage, volumes of transactions happening between doctors and patients over digital platforms and 

the widespread use of the internet. This access to sensitive and private data comes with its unique challenges 

and requires new standards to improve healthcare systems, policies, and processes. While the PDP Bill is a 

step in this direction, are the hospitals ready for it? How will the Indian healthcare system comply with the 

provisions of the bill? 

This document lays out the opinions of the IET Future Tech Panel’s Healthcare Working Group on the steps 

that hospitals need to consider for evaluating their readiness for the bill and to prepare themselves better for the 

future.  
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Data discovery 

Hospitals will have to spend a lot of time and effort in establishing processes for data discovery. Today, data is 

collected at various places like OPD (Outpatient Department), Pharmacy, Diagnosis, Healthcare Services, 

Patient Attenders among others. Most of these systems are decentralised and non-interoperable. Hence, the 

ability to discover data that the hospital already has and put a protocol in place to do it seamlessly would be an 

absolute necessity. 

Though this would involve technology, the key would be to identify the right processes, and the talent 

organisation for the same, before selecting the technology. Also, all data collection methods and requirements 

would have to be reassessed. Does the hospital really need that data if it is PIA? A good example is hospital 

attenders who work with the patients to take care of them are required to wear badges or passes with their 

name and age on it, do we really need to collect it and if yes then how are we going to handle that data? 

Record management 

Hospitals maintain years of patient records. Many of the old Indian hospitals have rooms full of paper records 

that are kept there for various compliances, statutory and insurance requirements. 

With the advent of the PDP bill, hospitals will need to put in practice record management protocols. The key 

considerations would be to find answers to how the records will be stored and for how long, how are the 

hospitals planning to sunset older records. 

Also, if digital and Artificial Intelligence (AI) programs must be used, the data storage would have to be defined 

against requirements for machine learning. All record management and storage protocols must work with data 

discovery processes. This is to ensure that data is treated in a seamless manner.  

Clinical and other staff sensitivity 

While defining processes, protocols, talent, and technology might take time, hospitals should embark on an 

immediate task for sensitising the staff around patient and personal data. Most analyst firms believe that 

majority data loss and leakage incidents happen due to improper sensitisation and training. 

Hospitals would need to devise training programs to educate the staff on the provisions of the draft bill, they 

would also have to run mock exercises to ensure that the training is being well received by the staff and is 

effective. 

While digital is really helping patients and doctors to come together, it is important for hospitals to get the 

people, process and technology in place to ensure that the data collected due to this process is handled 

properly.  

In conclusion, while the draft data privacy bill is a key step in the development of a privacy mindset in India, 

hospitals would need to start preparing for this situation and the above three areas are the key ones to start 

thinking about right away.  
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For queries or comments regarding this document, please get in touch with please feel free to reach out to us at 

sectors@theiet.in. Read more about our work at india.theiet.org 
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